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A quick refresher on the beginnings of Islam:
● 610 - Muhammad receives what he believes to be revelations from God
● 622 - Muhammed goes from Mecca to Medina (“City of the Prophet”)
● 632 - Death of Muhammad

The Rise of Islam

● After Muhammad’s death, there is division over his succession
○ Sunnis (85% of current Muslims)

■ affirm all four of the first Caliphs (Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, and Ali)
and see the Caliph as an administrator.

○ Shias (15% of current Muslims)
■ affirm only Ali, insist on a hereditary transfer of authority, and see

the caliph/imam as having more of a prophetic function.



● Despite this division, Arabs begin to expand up and out of the peninsula
○ 636 - They move North and defeat both the Byzantines and Sassanids in

Syria
○ 638 - Jerusalem is taken
○ 661 - Muslims hold all of the middle East and Egypt

○ 733 - Islam controlled all of North Africa, Syria, Persia (Iran and Iraq), and
what is today Pakistan, Afghanistan, and part of Central Asia.

● Three Important Battles

○ 717-718 - Siege of Constantinople

○ 732 - Battle of Tours

○ 751 - Battle of Talas



● Why did Islam spread so quickly?

○ Military might, tenacity, and surprise

○ Promises of peace with non-believers

How the Rise of Islam affected the world

● Western Europe is poised to begin its rise to world prominence

● Arabia becomes the world’s greatest power, dominating essentially everything
from the Atlantic Ocean in the west to China in the East.

● Cultural effects - these ports and centers of culture and learning were now under
Muslim control

How the Rise of Islam affected the Christian Church

● The Christian Church has its first organized “rival”

● Donatism is essentially wiped out

● The Christian Church gains a military mindset

● The Christian Church is diminished and weakened


